Memory for proprioceptive and multisensory targets is partially coded relative to gaze.
We examined the effect of gaze direction relative to target location on reach endpoint errors made to proprioceptive and multisensory targets. We also explored if and how visual and proprioceptive information about target location are integrated to guide reaches. Participants reached to their unseen left hand in one of three target locations (left of body midline, body midline, or right or body midline), while it remained at a target site (online), or after it was removed from this location (remembered), and also after the target hand had been briefly lit before reaching (multisensory target). The target hand was guided to a target location using a robot-generated path. Reaches were made with the right hand in complete darkness, while gaze was varied in one of four eccentric directions. Horizontal reach errors systematically varied relative to gaze for all target modalities; not only for visually remembered and online proprioceptive targets as has been found in previous studies, but for the first time, also for remembered proprioceptive targets and proprioceptive targets that were briefly visible. These results suggest that the brain represents the locations of online and remembered proprioceptive reach targets, as well as visual-proprioceptive reach targets relative to gaze, along with other motor-related representations. Our results, however, do not suggest that visual and proprioceptive information are optimally integrated when coding the location of multisensory reach targets in this paradigm.